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Editor’s Note: 
The following updates have been made as a result of Letter Ballot responses: 

1. Add Section 6.1.1, which generalizes the Media Types section so that it applies to URI, WS, and 
RS. 85 

2. Merged Retrieve Rendered and Retrieve Presentation State transactions. 
3. Section 7 has been retired and a reformatted version is included in Section 6.1.1.2 and 6.1.1.3. 
4. Note that multipart mime media types need to be quoted strings. 

Closed Issues 
1 What are the target use cases for RS Rendering 

1. Display one image per URI inside a report, email, or other document 
2. Display multiple images per URI inside a report, email, or other document 
3. Retrieve images for display in a web based clinical viewer 
4. Retrieve images for display in a web based diagnostic viewer 

Any others? No. 
2 Should unknown parameter keywords be ignored or should they generate errors? 

Decision: Unknown parameters should be ignored.  URI and WS should also ignore unknown 
parameters. 

3 Can vendors add other parameters?  
YES. Any vendor defined parameters should be specified in their Conformance Statement and in 
their Service Capabilities response. 

4 What should we do if the viewport parameter value is ill defined? 
Decision: return an error. 

5 Should there be a separate transaction for rendering? 
Yes.  There should be three separate retrieve transactions.  One for DICOM, one for rendered 
images using query parameters, and one for rendered images using Presentation States. 

6 Should Accept headers be in preference order? 
No.  Proxies won’t preserve the ordering. The HTTP media type parameter ‘q’ can be used to 
specify preference order. 

7 Should we add the ability to specify VOILUT function, and/or which VOILUT by number?  
No.  A Presentation State instance has only one VOILUT. 

8 If no parameters are supplied by the user agent, how should the response payload be rendered? 
Decision: rendered at its original size with no transformation applied. 

9 Should a ‘viewport=rows, columns’ parameter be included.   
Yes.  It was decided that a new parameter “viewport” should replace the “region”, “rows”, and 
“columns” parameters. 

10 Should we keep the Retrieve Rendered Presentation Study and Series transactions? 
No.  Only one PS instance can be retrieved 

11 Should implementations of RS rendering services be required to support all composite SOP 
classes?  
No.  List in conformance statement and Capabilities Descriptions. 

12 Should Rendering support all the photometric interpretations? 
Decision: “Supported SOP Classes, with their implied photometric interpretations, shall be 
specified in Conformance Statement and Capabilities Description.  Do not see a need to mandate 
a baseline.” 

13 What status code should we use for partial success? 
Decision: 207 – Multi-Status 
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14 Should RS changes or extensions to URI rendering be retrofitted to URI? 
No. There are none. 

15 Should origin servers be required to support all the rendering query parameters? 
Yes. 

16 What should be done in the cases of Partial Success of transformations, i.e. where some 
transformations where not able to be applied to all instances? 

1. Return an error with a description of the problems. 
2. Return the images that were successfully rendered, with a message in the Warning 

header field? 
3. Other? 

Decision: Use Problem Details document.  This needs a CP. 
17 Should RS rendering services be mandatory if you implement RS Retrieve?   

No. 
18 Should implementations have to be able to render any objects that it can retrieve as native DICOM  

No 
19 Should we extend the “annotation” parameter to use the DICOM keywords or tags in IHE BIR to 

specify the annotations? 
Should we specify where the information goes on the screen?  If so, how would be specify the 
locations? 
No.  Conform with URI, but don’t add extensions.  If more customization is needed the user agent 
can retrieve the metadata and annotate the images as desired. 

20 When should the origin server apply the corner annotations? 
Decision:  As the final step of rendering the image. 

21 Should a means of ordering multiple returned images be specified?  When the user agent receives 
a set of images, It cannot reorder the images in any meaningful way because it has no information 
that lets it change the order in a meaning full way; unless the user agent retrieved the metadata 
first. 
No.  The user agent can retrieve the metadata in order to determine image order by matching it 
with the Content-Location header field for each part of the multipart payload. 
Editor’s Note: Make sure this is documented and that the matching is sufficiently specified.  Add 
an example (in a CP). 

22 Should the “rotate” parameter be included? 
No.  The user agent can do this. 

23 Should the “flip” parameter be included? 
No.  The user agent can do this. 

24 Should the server defined presets be included in the “window” parameter? 
No.  The user agent can do this. 

25 Should the coordinates of the “region” parameter be in pixels or normalized from 0.0 to 1.0?  The 
browser would typically generate the units in pixels. 
Decision: yes parameters should be in pixels. The region parameter has been removed in favor of 
the “viewport” parameter. 

26 Can a rendered image be rendered in a different media type than its transfer syntax? 
Yes, but only if the origin server supports the conversion to requested the media type. 

27 Should region and viewport become a crop parameter? 
Yes.  The name is now “viewport”. 
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28 Should we allow the Retrieve Request to have a Presentation State payload that specifies how the 
image(s) should be rendered? 
No.  The user agent can create a Presentation State store it and then retrieve a rendered image 
with it. 

29 Should the Rendering Services support Structured Display? 
No.  It should be a separate service. 

30 Can the server provide color or greyscale management services for the client, e.g., with a device 
profile parameter? 
No. The client should do the work.  (If a color profile is provided in the rendered image.) 

31 Do we need to say anything about making size or intensity measurements on rendered images? 
No.  The user agent can retrieve the metadata if it wants to provide size measurement capability. 

32 Should Blending Presentation States be supported? 
It is not prevented by this standard. The origin server will describe it in its conformance statement. 

33 Should the viewport parameters sx, sy, sw, sh be decimal values? 
Yes. 

34 Should an ICC Profile be required in each rendered image?  
No.  If the rendered image doesn’t contain an ICC profile, it defaults to sRGB. 

35 Is anything missing in the Retrieve Rendered transaction? 
No.  There is nothing missing from the transaction that is considered to be in scope. 

36 Should we add a parameter that specifies the spacial ordering? 
No.  If the images need to be displayed in the proper special order, then the user agent should 
retrieve the Metadata. 

37 Is anything missing in the Retrieve Rendered Presentation State transaction? 
No.  There is nothing missing from the transaction that is considered to be in scope. 

38 Should we remove support for JP2? 
No.  JP2 is retained even though most browsers don’t support, but there are browser plugins or 
extensions that do. 

39 No Should there be a default and or required media type for video and/or multi-frame images?  
Yes.  The default is video/mp4. 

40 Should text/rtf be removed from the table in Section 1.1.4? 
No. No one has given a good reason why it should be removed. 

41 If the Presentation Size Mode is TRUE SIZE should it be treated as SCALE TO FIT, or should it 
return an error? 
URI treats it as SCALE TO FIT and RS will treat it in the same way.  However, RS specifies a 
message in the Warning header field. 

42 Should the rendered transactions have a ‘deidentify’ parameter.   
No. “deidentify” has too many pitfalls.  It was suggested that we make a separate de-identify 
service. The expectation is that additional optional parameters will be added to handle this in the 
future.  This may be addressed in a future CP. 

43 Should we specify how interpolation is done for images that are being magnified and then scaled 
to fit a viewport?  What about images that are smaller than the viewport? 
No.  In order to do a good job of interpolation, the underlying display capabilities need to be 
known. 

****	  Remove	  content	  above	  this	  line	  before	  final	  text	  ****	  90 

.  
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1 Scope and Field of Application 
This supplement defines rendering functionality for Restful Services (RS) that is largely equivalent to the 
functionality in the URI and WS services.  It defines Retrieve Rendered and Retrieve Rendered 
Presentation State transactions for Restful Services. These transactions allow a user agent to retrieve 95 
rendered images and other instances in non-DICOM media types from an origin server. 

In response to a user agent’s request, the origin server will render DICOM instances (images, video, 
reports, etc.) and encode them in consumer format media types.  Almost all consumer formats require 
remapping the pixel depth to 8 bits. 

Security is beyond the scope of the RESTful services defined in this supplement. However generic Web 100 
security mechanisms are fully compatible. 

2 Normative References 
Insert the following in Section 2 Normative References 

[IEC 61966-2.1] IEC. 1999. Multimedia systems and equipment - colour measurement and management - 
Part 2.1: colour management - Default RGB colour space – sRGB. ISBN: 2-8318-4989-6 - ICS 105 
codes: 33.160.60, 37.080 - TC 100 - 51 pp. as amended by Amendment A1:2003.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_space 

ISO/IEC 2022:1994 Information technology -- Character code structure and extension 
http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/Ecma-035.htm  

IETF RFC2046Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part Two: Media Types 110 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2046 

IETF RFC2978 IANA Charset Registration Procedures https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2978 

IETF RFC3536 Terminology Used in Internationalization in the IETF 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6365#section-3.3  

IETF RFC6338 Media Type Specifications and Registration https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6838 115 

4 Terms and Definitions 
Update the following in Section 4 Terms and Definitions 

Accept Query Parameter 

A query parameter that specifies one or more media types acceptable for the representation(s) 
contained in the response.  See Section 6.1.1.5. 120 

Acceptable Character Sets 

One or more character sets acceptable to the user agent in the response.  See Section 6.1.2.1. 

Acceptable Media Types 

One or more media type acceptable to the user agent in the response.  See Section 6.1.1.4. 

Charset Query Parameter 125 

A query parameter that specifies one or more character sets for the representation(s) 
contained in the response.  See Section 6.1.2.2. 
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DICOM Media Type 

One of the media types defined by this Standard.  See Section 6.1.1.1. 

DICOM Resource Categories 130 

A set of categories for the content of DICOM SOP Instances.  Examples include images, video, 
and text. 

Selected Character Sets 

The character sets selected by the origin server for the response payload.  See Section 6.1.2.4. 

Selected Media Type 135 

The media type selected by the origin server for the response payload.  See Section 6.1.1.7. 

Rendered Media Type 

A non-DICOM media type into which DICOM object instances may be transformed in order to 
display them using commonly available non-DICOM software, for example browsers.  See Section 
6.1.1.2. 140 

For example: 

1. A DICOM SOP Instance containing an image could be rendered into the image/jpeg or 
image/png Rendered Media Types.  

2. A DICOM SOP Instance containing a multi-frame image in a lossless transfer syntax 
could be rendered into a video/mpeg or video/mp4 Rendered Media Type. 145 

3. A DICOM SOP Instance containing a Structured Report could be rendered into a 
text/html, text/plain, or application/pdf Rendered Media Type. 

Note: Rendered Media Types are usually consumer format media types. 

sRGB 

A standard RGB color space <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_space> defined in [IEC 61966-2.1]. 150 

UTF-8 

Unicode UTF-8 character set 

6 Data Communication Requirements 
Insert the following in PS3.18 at end of Section 6.1. 

Editors Note: 
 
Section 6.1.1 has been added to clarify media types and resource representations.  The following 
changes have been made: 

1. It separates the “DICOM Media Types” from the “Rendered Media Types” 
2. It specifies that DICOM media types may have “transfer-syntax” and “charset” parameters 
3. Table 6.5.1 has been made into two tables 6.1-2 and 6.1-4, and the term “optional” has been 

changed “recommended” for the sake of consistency. 
4. It creates a new category for video resources, separate from multi-frame resources. 
5. It uniformly defines the terms: 

a. Acceptable Media Types 
b. Selected Media Type 
c. Acceptable Character Sets 
d. Selected Character Sets 

6. It clearly defines the syntax of <accept> and “charset” query parameters and there interaction 
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with Accept and Accept-Charset header fields. 

 155 

See Section 6.5.7 for request parameters that apply to all RS retrieve requests, and their 
interaction with content negotiation headers. 

6.1.1 Media Types 
HTTP uses media types (see [RFC7231, Section 3.1.1.1 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-
3.1.1.1>]). in the Content-Type and Accept header fields in order to provide open and extensible data 160 
typing and type negotiation.  Media types are identifiers used to define both the data format of a 
representation, and any processing models for that representation depending on the parameters and 
header fields of the message in which it is contained.  The syntax of media types is: 

media-‐type	   =	  type	  "/"	  subtype	  *(	  OWS	  ";"	  OWS	  parameter	  )	  
type	   =	  token	  
subtype	   =	  token	  
parameter	  =	  token	  "="	  (	  token	  /	  quoted-‐string	  )	  

The type/subtype may be followed by parameters in the form of name=value pairs. 

The type, subtype, and parameter name tokens are case-insensitive, but the case sensitivity of parameter 165 
values depends on the semantics of the parameter name.  The presence or absence of a parameter 
might be significant to the processing of a media-type, depending on its definition within the media type 
registry. 

A parameter value that matches the token production can be transmitted either as a token or within a 
quoted-string.  The quoted and unquoted values are equivalent. 170 

The media type syntax defined above is a simplified version of the normative syntax which is defined in 
[RFC6838, Section 4.2 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6838#section-4.2>]. 

Multipart Media Types 

Some of the services defined in this Standard support the ‘application/multipart-related’ media 
type.[RFC2387 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2387>]. 175 

The syntax is: 

“application/multipart-related’ related-parameters  

related-‐parameters	   =	  [	  ";"	  "type"	  	  "="	  type	  "/"	  subtype	  ]	  ;	  order	  independent	  
	  	  [	  ";"	  "start"	  "="	  cid	  ]	  
	  	  [	  ";"	  "start-‐info"	  	  "="cid-‐list	  /	  value	  )	  ]	  

value	   =	  token	  /	  quoted-‐string    ; c.f. [MIME] ; value cannot begin with "<"	  
cid-‐list	   =	  cid	  cid-‐list	  
cid	   =	  msg-‐id	  	  	  	  	  ;	  c.f.	  [822]	  

The parameter values will usually require quoting.  <msg-id> contains the special characters "<", ">", "@", 
and perhaps other special characters.  If <msg-id> contains quoted-strings, those quote marks must be 
escaped.  Similarly, the type parameter contains the special character "/". 180 

6.1.1.1 DICOM Resource Categories 
Table 6.1.1-1 defines Resource Categories for DICOM SOP Instances.  This categorization depends on 
the SOP Class of the target resource.  It allows the user agent to determine what transfer syntaxes o 
Rendered Media Types media types might be available for a target resource in a particular Resource 
Category. 185 
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Table 6.1.1-1:  Resource Categories 
Resource Class Definition 
Single Frame Images This class includes all instances of SOP classes defined in PS3.3 that 1) 

consist of a single image frame, 2) instances of multi-frame SOP Classes that 
contain only one frame, or 3) instances that consist of a single frame accessed 
from an instance of a multi-frame SOP Class using a Frame Number 
parameter. 

Multi-Frame Images In this category are all SOP classes defined in PS3.3 that contain multi-frame 
image instances. 

Video In this category are all SOP classes defined in PS3.3 that are video instances. 
Text This category includes all SOP classes defined in PS3.3 that include the SR 

Document Content Module (see PS3.3, Section C.17.3), such as narrative 
text, structured reports, CAD, measurement reports, and key object selection 
documents, or the Encapsulated Document Module (see PS3.3, Section 
C.24.2). 

Other The class includes all instances of SOP classes defined in PS3.3 that are not 
included in the categories described above.  For example, SOP Instances that 
contain non-raster overlays and waveforms. 

Table 6.1.1-2:  Specifies the meaning of media type requirements in Tables 6.1.1-4 and 6.1.1-6. 

Table 6.1.1-2: Definition of Media Type Requirement 
Requirement Definition 
default The origin server shall support all default media types. If none of the requested 

media types are supported by the origin server, a successful response shall 
return the default media type. 

required The origin server shall support these media types. 
recommended It is strongly recommended that the origin server support these media types. 
 

6.1.1.2 DICOM Media Types 190 

DICOM media types encode representations of DICOM Information Objects, and may have optional 
<transfer-syntax> and <charset> parameters.  Any DICOM resource can have a DICOM representation 
using a DICOM media type.  They have the following syntax: 

dicom-‐media-‐type	   =	  “application/”	  subtype	  	  
	  	  *(	  “;”	  “transfer-‐syntax=”	  transfer-‐syntax)	  	  
	  	  *(	  “;”	  “charset=”	  charset	  )	  

subtype	   =	  “dicom”	  /	  “dicom+xml”	  /	  “json”	  /	  “octet-‐stream”	  
charset	   =	  token	  /	  [	  DQUOTE	  defined-‐term	  DQUOTE	  ]	  	  ; see Section 6.9.2	  

Where  

UIDs specified in header fields may be <uid-string>s or <quoted-uid-string>s. 195 

UIDs specified in query parameters shall be <uid-string>s. 

Note: 

Unlike some similar constructs in other header fields, media type parameters do not allow whitespace (even 
"bad" whitespace) around the "=" character 

Table 6.1.1-3 specifies the <dicom-media-types>, along with their default character set, supported by the 200 
three modes of this standard. 

Table 6.1.1-3:  DICOM Media Types Supported by URI, WS, and RS Modes 
Media Type Default Charset URI WS RS 
application/dicom UTF-8 default n/a default 
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application/dicom+xml UTF-8  required required 
application/json UTF-8  n/a required 
application/octet-stream undefined  recommended required 

 

6.1.1.2.1 ‘application/dicom’ Media Type 
The ‘application/dicom’ media type is defined by [RFC3240].  It encodes Composite SOP Instances in the 205 
DICOM File Format define in PS3.10, Section 7. 

6.1.1.2.2 ‘application/dicom+xml’ Media Type 
The ‘application/dicom+xml’ media type is equivalent to the Native Dicom Model defined in PS3.19.  It 
encodes Composite SOP Instances as XML Infosets. 

6.1.1.2.3 ‘application/json’ Media Type 210 

The ‘application/json’ media type is defined in PS3.18, Annex F.  It encodes Composite SOP Instances in 
the JSON format. 

6.1.1.2.4 ‘application/octet-stream’ Media Type 
The ‘application/octet-stream’ media type is used to encode binary Bulkdata objects.  See [RFC2046 
<https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2046#section-4.5.1>]. 215 

6.1.1.2.5 Transfer Syntax Parameters 
When a DICOM media type has more than one transfer syntax associated with it, a “transfer-syntax” 
media type parameter may be used to specify the desired transfer syntax. 

DICOM media types may have zero or more transfer-syntax parameters.  The name of the parameter is 
‘transfer-syntax”, and the value of the parameter is a <transfer-syntax>.  Transfer syntax parameters 220 
should be listed in order of preference from highest to lowest. 

The grammar for transfer-syntax parameters is:	  

transfer-‐syntax	   =	  transfer-‐syntax-‐name	  /	  transfer-‐syntax-‐uid	  /	  “any”	  
transfer-‐syntax-‐name	  =	  “dicom”	  /	  “dicom+jpeg”	  /	  “dicom+rle”	  /	  “dicom+jpeg-‐ls”	  	  

/	  “dicom+jp2”	  /	  “dicom+jpx”	  /	  “dicom+jpx”	  /	  “mpeg”	  /	  “mp4”	  /	  “H265”	  
transfer-‐syntax-‐uid	   =	  uid	  /	  quoted-‐uid	  	  	  
uid	   ;	  a transfer syntax uid string– see PS3.5, Section 9	  
quoted-‐uid	   =	  DQUOTE	  uid-‐string	  DQUOTE	  
charset	   =	  token	  /	  [	  DQUOTE	  defined-‐term	  DQUOTE	  ]	  	  ; see Section 6.9.2	  

The transfer syntax can be a <name> from Table 6.1.1.-4, a UID from Table 6.1.1-5 or the token “any”, 
which indicates that the user agent will accept any transfer syntax.  The “any” token is use to allow the 
origin server to respond without needing to transcode to a new transfer syntax. 225 

For example, to specify that either 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50 or 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.57 are acceptable 
transfer syntaxes, the Accept header field would be:  

Accept: application/dicom; transfer-syntax=”1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50”; transfer-syntax=”1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.57” 

Support for the <transfer-syntax> parameter is optional for URI and WS Services.  It is required for RS 
Services.  Origin servers that support transfer syntax parameters shall declare them in their conformance 230 
statement. 

Table 6.1.1-4 specifies the default, required, and recommended DICOM transfer-syntaxes by resource 
class for each of the modes in this standard. 
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Table 6.1.1-4: DICOM Transfer Syntax by Resource Class 235 
Resource Class Name URI WS RS 
Single Frame Image dicom default default default 

dicom+jpeg recommended recommended recommended 
dicom+rle recommended recommended recommended 

dicom+jpeg-ls recommended recommended recommended 
dicom+jp2 recommended recommended recommended 
dicom+jpx recommended recommended recommended 

Multi-Frame Image dicom default default default 
dicom+jpx recommended recommended recommended 

Video dicom default default default 
mpeg recommended recommended recommended 
mp4 recommended recommended required 
H265 recommende

d 
recommende
d 

recommended 

Other dicom default default default 

If the <dicom-media-type> does not specify a transfer syntax parameter, it defaults to ‘image/dicom’, 
which is uncompressed Explicit VR Little Endian. 

Table 6.1.1-5 specifies the Transfer Syntax Names and UIDs supported by DICOM.  The Transfer 
Syntaxes marked default may use the Transfer Syntax Name instead or the UID as the value of the 
media type parameter. 240 

Table 6.1.1-5:  Media Type Transfer Syntax Parameter 
Transfer Syntax Name Transfer Syntax UID Type 
Single Frame Image 
dicom 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1 default 
dicom+jpeg  1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70 default 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50  
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.51  
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.57  

dicom+rle 1.2.840.10008.1.2.5 default 
dicom+jpeg-ls 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.80 default 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.81  
dicom+jp2 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90 default 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90  
dicom+jpx 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 default 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91  
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.93  

Multi-Frame Image 
dicom+jpx 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 default 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91  
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.93  

Video 
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mpeg 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.100 default 
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.101  

mp4 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.102 default 
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.103  
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.104  
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.105  
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.106  

H.265 ?  
Other 
   

The Implicit VR Little Endian and Explicit VR Big Endian transfer syntaxes shall not be used with DICOM 
media types; however, the origin server may support additional Transfer Syntaxes. 

Note 

For the media type dicom+jp2 Transfer Syntaxes, 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90 and 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91, the 245 
image does not include the jp2 wrapper. 

6.1.1.2.6 Character Set Parameters 
DICOM media types may have “charset” parameters.  See Section 6.1.2.	  

Support for the <transfer-syntax> parameter is optional for URI and WS Services.  It is required for RS 
Services. 250 

6.1.1.3 Rendered Media Types 
Any media-type that is not a <dicom-media-type>.  DICOM resources may be transformed into Non-
DICOM media types in order to render them using commonly available non-DICOM software, for example 
browsers. 

For example: 255 

1. A DICOM SOP Instance containing an image could be rendered into the image/jpeg or 
image/png Rendered Media Types.  

2. A DICOM SOP Instance containing a multi-frame image in a lossless transfer syntax could be 
rendered into a video/mpeg or video/mp4 Rendered Media Type. 

3. A DICOM SOP Instance containing a Structured Report could be rendered into a text/html, 260 
text/plain, or application/pdf Rendered Media Type. 

Note: Rendered Media Types are usually consumer format media types. 

Table 6.1.1-6 defines the Rendered Media Types by their resource class for the URI, WS, and RS modes. 

Table 6.1.1-6:  Rendered Media Types by Resource Class 
Class Media Type URI WS RS 
Single Frame Image image/jpeg default default required 

image/gif recommended recommended required 
image/png recommended recommended required 
image/jp2 recommended recommended recommended 

Multi-Frame Image image/gif recommended recommended recommended 
Video video/mpeg recommended recommended recommended 

video/mp4 recommended recommended recommended 
video/H265 recommended recommended recommended 
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Text text/html default default default 
text/plain required required required 
text/rtf recommended recommended recommended 
text/xml recommended recommended recommended 
application/pdf recommended recommended recommended 

Other     

When an image/jpeg media type is returned, the image shall be encoded using the JPEG baseline lossy 8 265 
bit Huffman encoded non-hierarchical non-sequential process defined in ISO/IEC 10918. 

The origin server may support additional rendered media types. 

Update the following in PS3.18 as Section 6.5.6.2.2 6.1.1.4 

6.5.76.1.1.4 Acceptable Media Types 
All requests that expect a response with a payload, shall include an Accept header field that 270 
specifies the media types that are acceptable to the user agent in the response. 

All RS Retrieve requests shall specify the media types that are acceptable to the user agent in the 
response.  In PS3.18, the term The Acceptable Media Types denotes the <media-type>s that are 
acceptable to the user agent in the response.  The Acceptable Media Types of a request are defined to 
be the <media-type>s specified in either the “accept” <accept> query parameter, which may be 275 
present,  or the Accept header field, which shall be present, or the default media type for the target 
resource, if any. 

The relative degree of preference for each <media-type>, whether in the “accept” query parameter or the 
Accept header field, may be specified using the <weight> parameter.  See [RFC7231, Section 5.3.1 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-5.3.1]. 280 

weight	   =	  OWS	  ";"	  OWS	  "q="	  qvalue	  
qvalue	   =	  (	  "0"	  [	  "."	  0*3DIGIT	  ]	  )	  /	  (	  "1"	  [	  "."	  0*3("0")	  ]	  )	  

All <media-type>s, whether in the <accept> query parameter or the Accept header field, may have 
any <parameter>s defined by that <media-type>. 

A request without an Accept header field shall return a 406 (Not Acceptable) response. 

Note: Even if specific media types are provided in a query parameter, an Accept header field is still required, 
e.g. */*. 285 

All media types present in the “accept” query parameter shall correspond to a media type in the Accept 
header field, either explicitly or by using wildcards. 

Note: For example, image/jpeg in the “accept” query parameter would correspond to the Accept header field 
values: image/jpeg, image/*, and */*. 

The Acceptable Media Types for request messages shall be either <dicom-media-type>s or non-290 
<dicom-media-type>s, but not both.  When a request includes a <dicom-media-type>, any 
wildcards (‘*/*’ or ‘<type>/*’) present shall only apply to <dicom-media-type>s.  If the Acceptable 
Media Types includes DICOM media types, it shall not include Rendered Media Types and vice 
versa.  If both DICOM and Rendered Media Types are present, the origin server shall return a 409 
(Conflict). 295 

6.5.7.16.1.1.5 Accept Query Parameter 
The user agent typically uses the Accept header field (see Section 6.1.1.4) in a request to specify 
the Acceptable Media Types for the response; however, when a URL is embedded in a document, 
the creator of the URL cannot control the Accept header field when the URL is dereferenced.  In 
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order to solve this problem a Service may define an <accept> query parameter to specify media 300 
types, which can be used in hyperlinks that are embedded in documents. 

The ‘accept’ <accept> query parameter has the following syntax: 
accept	   =	  name	  “=”	  1#(	  media-‐type	  [weight]	  )	  
name	   =	  token	  

The <name> of the <accept> query parameter is defined by the Service. 

Table 6.1.1-7: <accept> Query Parameters Names by Service 
Service Name 

URI name	  =	  “contentType”	  
WS N/A	  
RS name	  =	  “accept”	  

Its value is a comma-separated list of one or more <media-type>s (see [RFC7231, Section 3.1.1.1 305 
<https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-3.1.1.1>]), possibly including parameters. It is similar to 
the Accept header field, except that it may not have wildcards. It is optional. 

The <accept> query parameter is similar to the Accept header field, except that it shall not have 
wildcards. 

The <accept> query parameter should not be used when the user agent can specify the values of 310 
the Accept header field. 

All media types present in an <accept> query parameter shall have a corresponding media type in 
the Accept header field, either explicitly or implicitly through wildcards. 

Note: 

For example, image/jpeg in the <accept> query parameter would correspond to the Accept header field 315 
values: image/jpeg, image/*, and */*. 

If the <media-type> is a <dicom-media-type> it may have <transfer-syntax> parameters.  See Section 
76.1.1.2.5. 

Note:  The “accept” query parameter is primarily designed for use in hyperlinks embedded in 
documents, where the Accept header field is not accessible. 320 

6.5.7.26.1.1.6 Accept Header Field 
The Accept header field is used to specify <media-type>s acceptable to the user agent in the 
response.  The Accept header field It has the following syntax: 

Accept	  =	  #(	  media-‐range	  [	  accept-‐params	  ]	  )	  
Accept	   =	  1#(	  media-‐range	  [	  weight	  ]	  )	  
media-‐range	   =	  "*/*"	  	  

/	  (	  type	  "/"	  "*"	  )	  	  
/	  media-‐type	  	  

Note 325 

The Accept header syntax defined above is a simplified, and non-normative, version of the normative 
syntax defined in [RFC7231, Section 5.3.2 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-5.3.2>]. 

The asterisk ‘(*) is used as a “wildcard” character to group media types into ranges, with "*/*" 
indicating all media types and "type/*" indicating all subtypes of that type. 

The Accept header field shall be present.  Its value shall be a comma-separated list of one or more media 330 
types acceptable in the response.  See [RFC7231, Section 5.3.2 
<https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-5.3.2>].  IANA maintains a registry of media types at 
<http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml>.  
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If the origin server receives a GET method request without an Accept header field, it shall return a 
406 (Not Acceptable) response. 335 

6.5.7.36.1.1.7 Selected Media Type 
The Selected Media Type is the media type selected by the origin server for the response message 
payload.  <accept> The “accept” query parameters have higher precedence than the Accept header 
field.  The origin server shall determine the Selected Media Type for the response as follows: 

1. If the “Accept” one or more <accept> query parameters is are present, select the supported 340 
one with the highest priority. media type from the query parameter that is supported by the 
origin server; 

2. Otherwise, select the highest priority supported media type, ignoring wildcards, in the Accept 
header field that is supported by the origin server; 

3. Otherwise, if the Accept header field contains wildcards (*/* or <type>/*) and there is a default 345 
media type defined for the target resource class	  that matches the wildcard, use the default 
media type; 

4. If the the Accept header field contains only the */* wildcard, the Selected Media Type shall 
be ‘application/dicom’. 

5. Otherwise, return a 406 (Not Acceptable) response.	  350 

6.1.1.7.1. Selected Transfer Syntax 
Typically the Acceptable Transfer Syntaxes are specified as media type parameters.  See Section 
6.1.1.2.5.  However, the URI Service also specifies a transfer syntax query parameter.  See Sections 
6.3.1.1 and 8.2.11.  If an <accept> query parameter has one or more transfer syntax parameters, they 
have higher priority than <transfer-syntax> query parameters. 355 

 
If the Selected Media Type is a DICOM Media Type, the Selected Transfer Syntax is the transfer syntax 
selected by origin server for the response representation(s).  The origin server shall determine the 
Selected Media Type for the response as follows: 

1. If the Selected Media Type was specified in the <accept> query parameter:  360 
a. Select the first supported transfer syntax specified as a parameter to the Selected Media 

Type. 
b. Otherwise, select the first supported transfer syntax specified by a <transfer-syntax> 

query parameter. 
2. Otherwise, if the Selected Media Type was specified in the Accept header field, select the first 365 

supported transfer syntax parameter in the Selected Media Type. 
3. Otherwise,	  the	  Selected	  Transfer	  Syntax	  is	  the	  default	  Explicit	  VR	  Little	  Endian,	  which	  is	  

uncompressed.	  

6.1.2 Character Sets 
HTTP uses charset names to indicate or negotiate the character encoding scheme of textual content in 370 
representations [RFC6365, Section 3.3 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6365#section-3.3>].  This Standard 
allows character sets to be identified using IANA Character Set Registry Names, or Preferred MIME 
Names.  It also allows character sets to be identified using DICOM Defined Terms for character.  The 
syntax is: 

charset	  	   =	  token	  /	  1#(DQUOTE	  defined-‐term	  DQUOTE)	  375 

Where 

token A case-insensitive charset name from the IANA Character Set Registry 
<http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets/character-sets.xhtml>.  The “Preferred 
Mime Name”, if specified in the Registry; otherwise the “Name” may be used.  
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Aliases shall not be used. 
defined-term A comma-separated list of one or more Defined Terms, ordered as specified in 

PS3.3, Section C.12.1.1.2, and PS3.5, Section 6.1.2.3.  Support for Defined Terms 
is optional and all supported character sets should be specified in the 
Conformance Statement.  Defined Term are enclosed in quotes because they 
contain the space (%x20) character. 

The Web Server may or may not support character set conversion. If character set conversion is 
supported: 

• Textual resources returned in a DICOM Media Type may have all contained strings 
returned in the Selected Character Set, converted if necessary and the Specific Character Set 380 
(0008,0005) Data Elements updated, if necessary. 

• Textual resources returned in a Rendered Media Type may have all contained strings 
returned in the Selected Character Set, converted if necessary. 

All origin servers shall support the UTF-8 character set. 

Annex D contains a mapping of some Specific Character Set Defined Terms to IANA charset 385 
tokens. 

6.1.2.1 Acceptable Character Sets 
The term Acceptable Character Sets denotes the character sets that are acceptable to the user agent in 
the response.  The Acceptable Character Sets of a request are defined to be the character sets specified 
by all of the following: 390 

• the “charset” media type parameter 
• the “charset” query parameter 
• the Accept-Charset header field 
• the default character set for the media type, if any 

6.1.2.2 Charset Query Parameter 395 

The <charset> query parameter is primarily designed for use in hyperlinks (URLs) embedded in 
documents, where the Accept-Charset header field is not accessible. 

The “charset” query parameter has the following syntax: 

“charset=”	  1#(	  charset	  [	  weight	  ]	  )	  

The ‘”charset” query parameter may be present in the request.  Its value is a comma-separated list of one 400 
or more character set names.  It is similar to the Accept-Charset header field, except that it shall not have 
wildcards.  It is optional.  See [RFC7231, Section 5.3.3 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-5.3.3>]. 

The relative degree of preference for each <charset> query parameter may be specified using the 
<weight> parameter.  See [RFC7231, Section 5.3.1 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-5.3.1>]. 

All <charset>s present in the “charset” query parameter shall have a corresponding character set in the 405 
Accept-Charset header field, either explicitly or by using the wildcard character ‘*’.  For example, US-
ASCII in the “charset” query parameter would correspond to the Accept header field values: ‘US-ASCII’ 
and ‘*’. 

6.1.2.3 Accept-Charset Header Field 
The Accept-Charset header field has the following syntax: 410 

Accept-‐Charset	  =	  1#(	  (	  charset	  [	  weight	  ]	  )	  /	  "*"	  ) 

The Accept-Charset header field may be present in the request.  Its value is a comma-separated list of 
one or more character set names.  The relative degree of preference for each <charset> in the Accept-
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Charset header field, may be specified using the <weight> parameter.  If a wildcard (“*”) value is present, 
it has lower precedence than any of the other values in the header field regardless of the <weight> (aka 415 
"q") parameter.  See [RFC7231, Section 5.3.3 <https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-5.3.3 >]. 

If the media type defines a <charset> parameter, it should be used rather than the Accept-Charset header 
field.  All DICOM Media Type define a <charset> parameter. 

6.1.2.4 Selected Character Set 
The origin server shall determine the Selected Character Set(s) as follows: 420 

1. If the Selected Media Type has one or more <charset> parameters, select the first supported 
character set(s) 

2. Otherwise, select the highest priority supported <charset> in the “charset” query parameter 
3. Otherwise, select the highest priority supported <charset> in the Accept-Charset header field 
4. Otherwise, if the Selected Media Type has a default character set and it is supported, select it  425 
5. Otherwise, use UTF-8 

Note 

The algorithm above ensures that the Selected Character Set is supported by the origin server. 

If the target resource is not encoded with the Selected Character Set, the origin server may 
transcode the response payload into the Selected Character Set. 430 

When transcoding from the character set of the target resource to the Selected Character Set, the origin 
server shall replace all unknown characters with a suitable replacement.  For example: 

• A question mark (‘?’), or other similar character indicating an unknown character. 
• The corresponding Unicode Code Point for the character, represented as ‘U+xxxx’. 
• The four characters ‘\nnn’, where ‘nnn’ is the 3 digit octal representation of each byte (see PS3.5, 435 

6.1.2.3). 

If the media type of the response payload is a <dicom-media-type> then the origin server shall update the 
Specific Character Set attribute (0008,0005) to reflect the character set(s) used to encode the 
representation. 

The origin server should document supported character sets in the Conformance Statement. 440 

Update Section 6.2.2 as follows: 

6.2.2 List of Media Types Supported Acceptable in the Response 
The "Accept" field of the GET method request shall specify the Media type(s) acceptable to the Web Client 
System. The(se) Media type(s) shall include at least the items of the list of MIME types specified in Section 7 
of this standard devoted to the DICOM persistent object types. 445 

Note 

Typically the Accept field will be sent by a Web Client as "*/*". An optional parameter specifies the 
MIME type(s) preferred by the Web Client, as a subset of those specified in the "Accept" field. 

6.2.2.1 Query Parameters 

6.2.2.1.1 Accept 450 

Specifies the Acceptable Character Sets for the response payload.  See Section 6.1.1.4.  The name 
of the parameter is “contentType”.  Its syntax is: 

“contentType=”	  1#media-‐type	  
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6.2.2.1.2 Charset 
Specifies the Acceptable Character Sets for the response payload.  See Section 6.1.2.2.  The name 455 
of the parameter is “charset”.  Its syntax is: 

“charset=”	  token	  /	  [	  DQUOTE	  1#defined-‐term	  DQUOTE 

6.2.2.2 Header Fields 

6.2.2.2.1 Accept 

The "Accept" header field specifies the media type(s) acceptable to the user agent in the response.  It shall 460 
be present.  See Section 6.1.1.6 for details. 

6.2.2.2.2 Accept-Charset 

The "Accept-Charset" header specifies the character sets acceptable to the user agent in the response.  It is 
optional. See Section 6.1.2.3 for details. 

Update Section 6.5 as follows: 465 

6.5 WADO-RS Request/Response 
The DICOM RESTful Service defines several action types. An implementation shall support all the 
following six action types: 

1. RetrieveStudy 

This action retrieves the set of DICOM instances associated with a given study unique identifier (UID). The 470 
response can be DICOM or bulk data depending on the "Accept" type, and is encapsulated in a multipart MIME 
response. 

2. RetrieveSeries 

This action retrieves the set of DICOM instances associated with a given study and series UID. The response 
can be DICOM or bulk data depending on the "Accept" type, and is encapsulated in a multipart MIME response. 475 

3. RetrieveInstance 

This action retrieves the DICOM instance associated with the given study, series, and SOP Instance UID. The 
response can be DICOM or bulk data depending on the "Accept" type, and is encapsulated in a multipart MIME 
response. 

4. RetrieveFrames 480 

This action retrieves the DICOM frames for a given study, series, SOP Instance UID, and frame numbers. The 
response is pixel data, and encapsulated in a multipart MIME response. 

5. RetrieveBulkdata 

This action retrieves the bulk data for a given bulk data URL. The response is a single bulk data item. 

6. RetrieveMetadata 485 

This action retrieves the DICOM instances presented as the study, series, or instance metadata with the bulk 
data removed. 

All WADO-RS requests support the following query parameters: 

“accept” The name of the WADO-RS <accept> query parameter (see Section 6.1.1.5) is 
“accept”.  The syntax is: 490 
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“contentType”	  =	  1#media-‐type	  

“charset” The “charset” query parameter is specified in Section 6.1.2.2. 

All WADO-RS requests shall include an "Accept" header field (see Section 6.1.1.6) specifying the media 
type(s) acceptable to the user agent in the response. 

WADO-RS requests may optionally support the "Accept-Charset" header field.  See Section 6.1.2.3. 495 

DICOM objects returned shall be PS3.10 binary objects encoded in a requested Transfer Syntax (Explicit VR Little 
Endian by default) with one message part per DICOM Instance. 

… 

Delete Table 6.5-1 and update the following text as specified: 

Table 6.5-1. Media Type Mapping to Transfer Syntax 500 
 

DICOM Transfer Syntax UID Media Type and Parameters 

Single-frame media types 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50 image/dicom+jpeg; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.51 image/dicom+jpeg; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.51 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.57 image/dicom+jpeg; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.57 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70 image/dicom+jpeg 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70 image/dicom+jpeg; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.5 image/dicom+rle 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.5 image/dicom+rle; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.5 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.80 image/dicom+jpeg-ls 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.80 image/dicom+jpeg-ls; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.80 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.81 image/dicom+jpeg-ls; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.81 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90 image/dicom+jp2 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90 image/dicom+jp2; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91 image/dicom+jp2; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 image/dicom+jpx 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 image/dicom+jpx; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.93 image/dicom+jpx; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.93 

Multi-frame media types 
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DICOM Transfer Syntax UID Media Type and Parameters 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 image/dicom+jpx 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 image/dicom+jpx; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.92 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.93 image/dicom+jpx; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.93 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.100 video/mpeg; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.100 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.101 video/mpeg; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.101 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.102 video/mp4; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.102 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.103 video/mp4; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.103 

Note 

For the media type image/dicom+jp2 Transfer Syntaxes, 1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90 and 
1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91, the image does not include the jp2 wrapper. 

HTTP Request field Accept is used in the header lines by the client in a HTTP protocol transaction to indicate 505 
the data responses that are acceptable from the server. 

The Accept header field is used in the request to specify the Acceptable Media Types.  See Section 6.1.1.4. 

HTTP Response fields Content-Type and parameters are used in the header lines by the server in a HTTP 
protocol transaction to indicate the type and encoding of data returning to the client. All lines are RFC822 
format headers. All HTTP header fields whose use is not defined by WADO-RS are presumed to have the 510 
meaning defined by the HTTP standard. 

The Content-Type header field is used in the response to specify the media type of the response payload.  

The server is required to support uncompressed bulk and pixel data (application/octet-stream) and must be able to 
deliver all bulk data in that form unless it is available only in a lossy-compressed format. 

 515 

Insert the following at the end of 6.5.8: 

6.5.8 RS Retrieve Rendered Transaction 
The Retrieve Rendered transaction retrieves DICOM objects instances rendered as: images, text-based 
documents, or other appropriate representations depending on the target resource. Its primary use case 
is to provide user agents with a simple interface for displaying medical images and related documents, 520 
without requiring deep knowledge of DICOM data structures and encodings. It is similar to the Retrieve 
DICOM service in that it uses the same method, resources, header fields and status codes. The primarily 
difference is the query parameters and media types supported. 

The origin server shall be able to render all valid instances of the Composite SOP classes for which 
conformance is claimed, e.g., all photometric interpretations that are defined in the IOD for the SOP class. 525 

An implementer of the origin server may define additional parameters.  If additional parameters 
are defined, they shall be documented in the conformance statement and in the Retrieve 
Capabilities response.  User agents shall ignore any unknown parameters. 

If the origin server supports this transaction, it shall also support the Retrieve DICOM transaction (WADO-
RS). 530 
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6.5.8.1 Query Parameters for Rendering Transactions 

6.5.8.1 Request 
The Retrieve Rendered service has the following request message syntax: 

GET  SP  /{+resource}{?parameter*}  SP  version  CRLF  
Accept:	  1#rendered-‐media-‐type	  CRLF	  535 
*(header-‐field  CRLF)	  
CRLF	  

Where  

{+resource}	   references a non-Presentation State resource.  
{?parameter*} zero or more query parameters as defined in Section 6.5.8.1.2. 
version	   HTTP version = ‘HTTP/1.1’ 
1#rendered-‐media-‐type one or more Rendered Media Types See Section 6.1.1.3. 

6.5.8.1.1 Target Resources 
Table 6.5-1 shows the resources supported by the Retrieve Rendered transaction along with their 540 
associated URI templates. 

Table 6.5.8-1:  Resources, Templates, and Description 
Target 
Resource 

Resource URI Template 

Study /studies/{study_uid} 
 
Retrieves a study in acceptable Rendered Media Types. 

Series /studies/{study_uid}/series/{series_uid} 
 
Retrieves a series in an acceptable Rendered Media Type. 

Instance /studies/{study_uid}/series/{series_uid}/instances/{instance_uid} 
 
Retrieves an instance in an acceptable Rendered Media Type.  

Frames /studies/{study_uid}/series/{series_uid}/instances/{instance_uid}/frames/{frame_list} 
 
Retrieves one or more frames in an acceptable rendered media type. 

An RS request can specify the acceptable character sets for textual content in representations 
contained in the response.  See Section 6.1.2. 

6.5.8.1.2 Query Parameters 545 

The query parameters defined in this section specify various rendering transformations to be 
applied to the images and video contained in the target resource. 

This service defines query parameters that specify how to render the target instance(s).  The 
parameters defined in this section specify various rendering transformations to be applied to the 
images contained in the target resource. 550 

The origin server shall support all of the query parameters defined in this section.  An 
implementer of the origin server may define additional parameters.  If additional parameters are defined, 
they shall be documented in the Conformance Statement (and for RS services in the Retrieve Capabilities 
response).  Origin servers shall ignore any unknown parameters. 

The following rules pertain to all parameters defined in this section: 555 
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1. All parameters are optional for the user agent. 
2. All parameters are required to be supported by the origin server. 
3. These parameters only apply to resources that are images and video. 
4. Instances that are not images will be rendered in an Acceptable Media Type, if one exists; 

otherwise, they will not be rendered. 560 
5. The set of transformations specified by the parameters in this section shall be applied to the 

images as if they were a Presentation State, that is, in the order specified by the applicable image 
rendering pipeline specified in PS 3.4. 

Table 6.5.8-2:  Retrieve Rendered Query Parameters 
Key Values Target Resource Section 
annotation “patient” and/or “procedure” All 6.5.8.1.1.1 
charset token All 6.1.2.2 
quality integer All 6.5.8.1.1.2 
viewport vw, vh, [ sx, sy, sw, sh ] Non-Presentation States 6.5.8.1.1.3 
viewport vw, vh, Presentation States 6.5.8.1.1.3 
window center, width, shape Non-Presentation States 6.5.8.2.1.2.2 

6.5.8.2.1.2.1 Image Rendering Parameters 565 

The query parameters defined in this section apply to retrieving image and video media types.  

6.5.8.1.2.1 Image Annotation 

The annotation parameter specifies that the rendered images shall be annotated with patient and/or 
procedure information. Its value is a comma-separated list of one or more keywords.  It has the 
following syntax: 570 

“annotation=”	  1#(	  “patient”	  /	  “technique”	  ) 

Where 

patient indicates that the rendered images shall be annotated with patient 
information (e.g., patient name, birth date, etc.). 

technique indicates that the rendered images shall be annotated with information about 575 
the procedure that was performed (e.g., image number, study date, image 
position, etc.). 

When this parameter is not present, no annotations shall be applied. 

The origin server shall apply the annotations after all other parameters have been applied. 

The origin server may support additional keywords, which should be included in the Conformance 580 
Statement and the Retrieve Capabilities response. 

Note 

1. The exact nature and presentation of the annotation is determined by the origin server. The annotation is 
burned into the rendered image pixels. 

2. A user agent wanting more control over annotations may retrieve an image, omitting the "annotation" 585 
parameter; and separately retrieve the metadata; and create customized annotations on the image. 

6.5.8.1.2.2 Image Quality 

The “quality” parameter specifies the requested quality of the rendered images.  It has the following 
syntax: 

“quality=”	  integer	  590 

Where  

integer is an unsigned integer between 1 and 100 inclusive, with 100 being the best quality. 
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The “quality” parameter is only supported for media types that allow lossy compression. 

Note: 

1. Decompression and re-compression may degrade the image quality if the original image was already 595 
irreversibly compressed. If the image has been already lossy compressed using the same format as required 
(e.g., jpeg), it may be sent as it is without decompressing and re-compressing it. 

2. The specific interpretation of the meaning of this parameter is left to the interpretation of the implementers 
of the standard is determined by the origin server. 

6.5.8.1.2.3 Mapping Scaling a Region of a Source Image(s) to a Viewport 600 

The “viewport” parameter specifies a rectangular region of the source image(s) to be cropped, and a 
rectangular region corresponding to the size of the user agent’s viewport to which the cropped image 
should be scaled.   

If the target resource is a Presentation State Instance, the syntax for this Retrieve Rendered 
transactions parameter is: 605 

“viewport=” vw “,” vh 

Otherwise it is: 

“viewport=”	  vw	  “,”	  vh	  [	  “,”	  sx	  “,”	  sy	  “,”	  sw	  “,”	  sh	  ]	  

Where 

vw and vh are positive integers specifing the width and height, in pixels, of the rendered image. 610 
Both parameters values are required. 

sx and sy are decimal numbers non-negative integers specifing, in pixels, the top-left corner of 
the region of the source image(s) to be rendered. If either <sx> or <sy> is not specified it 
defaults to 0.  These parameters shall not be used when rendering a Presentation 
State. 615 

sw and sh are decimal numbers non-negative integers specifing, in pixels, the width and height 
of the region of the source image(s) to be rendered.  If <sw> is not specified,  it defaults 
to the right edge of the source image.  If <sh> is not specified, it defaults to the bottom 
edge of the source image. If <sw> is a negative value, the image is flipped horizontally.  If 
<sh> is a negative value, the image is flipped vertically.  These parameters shall not be 620 
used when a rendering Presentation State. 

The origin server shall crop the source images to the region specified by <sx>, <sy>, <sw>, and 
<sh>.  It shall then The origin server shall scale the target sources images, maintaining their original 
aspect ratio, until either the rendered image width or height is the same as the viewport width or the 
image height is the same as the viewport height, whichever comes first.  In other words, viewport 625 
scaling makes the image(s) as large as possible, within the viewport, without overflowing the viewport 
area and without distorting the image.  

If any of the optional parameter values are not present the default value shall be used. Individual 
values may be elided, but the commas between the values shall be present.  For example: 

viewport=512,512,,,512,512	  630 

The missing <sx> and <sy> parameter values shall default to 0. 

If trailing values are elided, then the trailing commas shall be omitted.  For example: 

viewport=1024,1024	  

The missing <sx>, <sy>, <sw>, <sh> will have their default values, i.e., the image(s) shall not be cropped, 
i.e., the full image is rendered. 635 
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If the viewport parameter is not present, the rendered image(s) shall not be scaled, i.e., the rendered 
image(s) shall contain the same sized pixel matrix as the source DICOM image. 

Note 

The default values for <sx> and <sy> differ from the defaults in the Specified Displayed Area in 
Presentation States, which uses integer values with the top left corner being (1\1).  See PS3.3 Section 640 
C.10.4. 

6.5.8.1.2.4 Windowing 

The “window” parameter controls the windowing of the images as defined in PS3.3 Section C.8.11.3.1.5.  
It has the following syntax: 

“window=”	  center	  “,”	  width	  “,”	  function	  645 

Where  

center	   is a decimal number containing the window-center value 
width	   is a decimal number containing the window-width value 
function	   is one of the following keywords: “linear”, “linear-exact”, or “sigmoid”. 

Note: 
These correspond to the differently capitalized and punctuated values of VOI LUT 
Function (0028,1056). See PS3.3 Section C.11.2.1.2. 

If the target resource is a Presentation State, this parameter shall not be used.  If this paramter is 
present when the target resources is a Presentation state, the origin server shall return a 409 
(Conflict) response. 

6.5.8.1.3 Header Fields 650 

Required:  Accept 

The values of the Accept header field shall be one or more Rendered Media Types. 

6.5.8.1.4 Payload 
This request has no payload. 

6.5.8.2 Behavior 655 

The target resource(s) are rendered according to the query parameters, by applying the transformations 
according to the appropriate rendering pipeline specified in PS3.4, Section N.2. 

Any Presentation State Instances contained in that resource contains shall not be rendered. 

Rendered images shall contain no more than 8 bits per channel. 

6.5.8.2.1 Presentation State Instance 660 

If the target resource is a Presentation State Instance, that instance may contain references to one 
or more series, each of which may contain one or more instances, each of which may contain one 
or more frames.  The response shall return all supported Instances and frames referenced by the 
Presentation State Instance. 

The origin server shall render the Presentation State instance in an Acceptable Media Type.  Rendering a 665 
Presentation State instance requires rendering all of the images that the Presentation State references 
using the rendering pipeline specified in PS3.4. 

For example, if the Presentation State instance references a multi-frame image, then the response 
shall contain all frames specified by the target resource, or if the Presentation State instance 
references a series, then the response shall contain all instances contained in that series. 670 
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If the Presentation Size Mode is TRUE SIZE it shall be treated as SCALE TO FIT. 

If the Presentation Size Mode is SCALE TO FIT, the origin server shall scale the Specified Displayed 
Area displayed area specified in the Presentation State, maintaining its original aspect ratio, until either 
the rendered image width is the same as the viewport width or the rendered image height is the same as 
the viewport height, whichever comes first.  In other words, viewport scaling makes the displayed area 675 
selection as large as possible, within the viewport, without overflowing the viewport area and without 
distorting the image.  If the viewport parameter is not present, the returned images shall have the 
dimensions of the Specified Displayed Area displayed area specified in the Presentation State, and 
will shall not be scaled returned as the rendered image(s) without scaling. 

If the Presentation Size Mode is MAGNIFY, then the referenced images shall be scaled to the Specified 680 
Displayed Area displayed area specified in the Presentation State, and then they shall be scaled as 
specified cropped to fit the size specified by the “viewport” parameter.  If the request does not contain a 
“viewport” parameter, then the referenced images shall not be it is not cropped. 

If the Presentation State instance contains a Blending Sequence, then the images contained in the 
response shall be those specified by the Blending Sequence.  See PS3.3, Section C.11.14.1.1. 685 

Any Specified Displayed Area displayed area relative annotations specified in the Presentation State 
shall be rendered relative to the Specified Displayed Area specified displayed are within the 
Presentation State, not the size of the viewport. 

Though the output of the Presentation State is defined in DICOM to be in P-Values (grayscale values 
intended for display on a device calibrated to the DICOM Grayscale Standard Display Function PS3.14), 690 
the grayscale or color space for the rendered images is not defined by this standard. 

6.5.8.3 Response 
The Retrieve Rendered service has the following response message syntax: 

version	  SP	  status-‐code	  SP	  reason-‐phrase	  CRLF	  
Content-‐Type:	  rendered-‐media-‐type	  CRLF	  695 
*(header-‐field	  CRLF)	  
CRLF	  
payload	  

Where  

rendered-‐media-‐type a Rendered Media Type.  See Section 6.1.1.3. 700 

payload one or more representations in a Rendered Media Type. 

6.5.8.3.1 Status Codes 
The response shall include an applicable status code from Table 6.5.8-3; otherwise, an appropriate status 
code shall be used. 

Table 6.5.8-3: Common Status Codes 705 
Status Code Meaning 
200 Success The origin server successfully rendered and is returning representations 

for the resource. 

206 Partial Content The origin server successfully rendered and is returning representations 
for part, but not all, of the resource. 

413 Payload Too Large The target resource rendered representation of the target resource 
is too large to be rendered by the origin server.  

406 Not Acceptable The origin server does not support any of the requested media type(s). 
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6.5.8.3.2 Header Fields 
Required: Content-‐Type	  

The values of the Content-Type header field shall be a Rendered Media Type. 

6.5.8.3.3 Payload 
The origin server shall include all successfully rendered representations in the payload. 710 

If the rendered representation is an image media type, and does Rendered images that do not 
contain a color management profile (e.g., an ICC profile), the rendered image shall be assumed to be in 
sRGB space. 

6.5.8.4 Media Types 
The origin server shall be capable of returning representations in default or and required DICOM and 715 
Rendered Media Types (see Section 7) for supported SOP Classes.  See Section 6.1.1. 

6.5.8.3 Retrieve Rendered Presentation States Transaction 
Retire Section 7 of PS3.18.  Replace with the following text: 

Retired.  See Section 6.1. 

 720 

Update PS3.18, Section 8.1.5 as follows: 

8.1.5 MIME Media Type of the Response 
MIME Media type(s) desired by the Web Client for the acceptable in the response from the Server 
Origin Server, as defined in the IETF RFC7230. This query parameter is OPTIONAL for URI based 
mode, it shall be present for the WS mode "Rendered Requester" and shall not be present in the other 725 
WS mode transactions. 

The parameter name shall be "contentType" for URI based mode, and, "ContentTypeList" for the WS 
mode. , "ContentTypeList" that It’s value is contains one or more media types multiple 
"ContentType". 

See Section 6.1.1 for details. 730 

In URI based mode, the value shall be a list of MIME types, separated by a "," character, and 
potentially associated with relative degree of preference, as specified in IETF RFC7230. In WS 
mode, it contains one or more "ContentType" elements containing each one MIME type. 

In URI based mode, the Web Client shall provide list of content types it supports in the "Accept" 
field of the GET method. The value of the contentType parameter of the request shall be one of the 735 
values specified in that field. 

Note 

1. Typically the Accept field will be sent by a Web Client as "*/*", which is compatible 
with any MIME types. 

2. When this parameter is absent, the default content type of the response is dictated by 740 
the "MIME type constraints" sub-sections of Section 7 (i.e., 7.1.2, 7.2.2, 7.3.2, 7.4.2). 
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Update PS3.18, Section 8.1.6 with the following: 

8.1.6 Charset of the Response 
Character set with which the returned objects are to be encoded, as defined in the IETF RFC7230. This parameter is 745 
OPTIONAL for URI based mode, and for the WS mode "Rendered Requester" and shall not be present in the other 
WS mode transactions. 

The parameter name shall be "charset" for URI based mode, and "CharsetList" containing one or more elements 
"Charset" for the WS mode. 

See Section 6.1.2 for details. 750 

For the URI mode, the value shall be a list of character sets, separated by a "," character, and potentially 
associated with relative degree of preference, as specified in IETF RFC7230. 

In URI based mode, the Web Client may provide a list of character sets it supports in the "Accept-charset" 
field of the GET method. If this field is present, the value of the charset parameter of the request shall be one 
of the values specified in it. 755 

The Web Server may or may not support character set conversion. If character set conversion is supported: 

• text based DICOM objects retrieved other than as application/dicom MIME type (e.g., text/plain) may be 
returned in the requested character set (converted if necessary) 

• DICOM objects retrieved as application/dicom MIME type have all contained strings returned in the 
requested character set (converted if necessary) and the Specific Character Set (0008,0005) updated (if 760 
necessary) 

Note 

1. The IANA Character Set registrations specify names and multiple aliases for most character 
sets. The standard value for use in WADO is the one marked by IANA as "preferred for MIME." If 
IANA has not marked one of the aliases as "preferred for MIME", the name used in DICOM shall 765 
be the value used for WADO. 

2. The table in Annex D provides an informative mapping of some IANA values to DICOM Specific 
Character Set Defined Terms. 

 

Update PS.218, Section 8.2.11 as follows: 770 

8.2.11 Transfer Syntax UID 
The parameter name shall be "transferSyntax" for URI based mode, and "TransferSyntaxUIDList" in WS 
mode. It’s value is a comma separated list of one or more <transfer-syntax>s.  See Section 
6.1.1.2.5 and 6.1.1.8. containing one or more "TransferSyntaxUID" elements for the WS mode.   

The Transfer Syntax to be used within the DICOM image objects, as specified in PS3.6. This 775 
parameter is OPTIONAL for the URI based mode and the WS mode "DICOM Requester" transaction.  

It shall not be present if contentType is other than application/dicom if the Acceptable Media Types 
are Rendered Media Types. 

See Section 6.1.1.7.1 for details. 

By default the DICOM object(s) returned shall be encoded in Explicit VR Little Endian. Neither Implicit VR, nor 780 
Big Endian shall be used. The response shall be the Transfer Syntax requested if possible. If it is not 
possible for the response to be sent using the requested transfer syntax then the Explicit VR Little Endian 
Uncompressed Transfer Syntax shall be used. 
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Note 

The transfer syntax can be chosen as one of the values of TransferSyntaxUID corresponding to 785 
JPIP, in case of which the returned objects will contain the URL of the JPIP session to launch for 
retrieving the corresponding image. 

The value shall be encoded as an unique identifier (UID) string, as specified in PS3.5, except that it shall not 
be padded to an even length with a NULL character. 

 790 

Update Annex D as follows: 

Annex D IANA Mapping (Informative) 
The following table provides an informative mapping of some IANA values to DICOM Specific Character Set 
Defined Terms: 
HTTP uses charset names to indicate or negotiate the character encoding scheme of a textual 795 
representation [RFC6365].  A charset is identified by a case-insensitive token. 

charset	  =	  token	  

 Charset names ought to be registered in the IANA "Character Sets" registry 
(<http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets>) according to the procedures defined in 
[RFC2978]. 800 

The IANA Character Set Registry (see http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets/character-
sets.xhtml) specifies names and multiple aliases for most character sets.  The standard values for 
used in DICOM Web Services requests are in the column with the heading "Preferred for MIME".  If 
IANA has not marked one of the aliases as "Preferred for MIME", the DICOM character set name 
defined in PS3.5 shall be the value used. 805 

Table D-1 provides a mapping of some IANA values to DICOM Specific Character Set Defined 
Terms. 

Table D-1. IANA Mapping 
IANA Charset Names DICOM Defined Terms Language(s) 

ISO-8859-1 ISO_IR 100 Latin-1 Latin alphabet #1 

ISO-8859-2 ISO_IR 101 Latin-2 Eastern European 

ISO-8859-3 ISO_IR 109 Latin alphabet #3 

ISO-8859-4 ISO_IR 110 Latin alphabet #4 

ISO-8859-5 ISO_IR 144 Cyrillic 

ISO-8859-6 ISO_IR 127 Arabic 

ISO-8859-7 ISO_IR 126 Greek 

ISO-8859-8 ISO_IR 138 Hebrew 

ISO-8859-9 ISO_IR 148 Latin alphabet #5 

TIS-620 ISO_IR 166 Thai 

ISO-2022-JP ISO 2022 IR 87 Japanese 

ISO-2022-KR ISO 2022 IR 149 Korean 

ISO-2022-CN ISO 2022 IR 58 Chinese 
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GB18030 GB18030 Chinese 

GBK GBK Chinese 

UTF-8 ISO_IR 192 JID 

JIS_C6220-1969-jp ISO_IR 13 Japanese 

JIS_C6220-1969-ro ISO_IR 14 Japanese 

Unicode UTF-8 formatting issues: 

• composing characters, 810 
• homo-types (two chars look the same but codes are different),  
• bi-directional lines, 2D languages (thai, some Indian languages),  
• vertical (Mongolian),  
• dual representation (Korean alphabetic form, syllabic form) 
• fonts (many of the fonts aren’t installed) 815 

 


